Seek and Find Puzzle: Chapter 1. An Overview of the Global Economy

All the following terms are in the seek-and-find puzzle. The terms are frontwards, backwards, at an angle and backwards at an angle. Some of the terms share letters. Some of the terms are even in the puzzle twice. Terms in parentheses () are not in the puzzle. I hope you have as much fun doing the puzzles as I do creating them. Good luck!

abundance  government  paradox
accumulation  growth  patterns
ambitious  happy  periphery
approach  holistic  population
attitudes  homo economicus  poverty
balancing (feedback)  human rights  primary industries
big picture  iceberg  private
commodification  icon  process
commonalities  identity  progress
communism  ideology  public
competitive  index  reason
consumer creed  indigenous  reinforcing feedback
consumption  individualism  safety (net)
conventional thinking  Industrialization  secondary industries
core  inequality  services
corporation  information  social networks
democracy  interact  socialist
disconnect  interconnections  sovereign wealth funds
Earth  interdisciplinary  space
economy  jobs  speed
elites  John Maynard Keynes  stability
English  Karl Marx  stack
Enlightenment  labor unions  state (capitalism)
episodes  laissez-faire capitalism  sustainability
era  left  systems thinking
events  holistic  taxes
external  lens  technology
e extra  leverage  time
farmers  managed (capitalism)  tip
favor  markets  transformative (worldview)
feedback  material  trees
financialization  middle  trend
fix  middle class  trickle down
flow  modern (worldview)  underclass
freedom  neoliberalism  value
fundamentalism  oil  variables
gap  outlook  wealth
global citizenship  over-determined  Western
global Wave  overshoot  yes
globalization  overview  
globalized worldview  ownership